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Go Boldly!
At MYOB, we create awesome business management solutions. Driven by a ground-breaking
strategy that has seen MYOB reaching new heights. Our vision is to “help businesses succeed”
and we live by this statement existentially. As you get to know us, you’ll find that we build
products with passion, charisma and a genuine respect for mastering the craft of software
development. Since MYOB’s founding in 1991 our products have evolved at a significant pace
and we’re proud of the enormous number of loyal customers that love the way we make their
lives easier. How? We make the complex simple.

Challengers, Assemble!
Are you ready to get creative?
MYOB Essentials is one of our many products that we’re proud of. It’s an easy to use, userfriendly business management powerhouse that allows business owners to really take control of
their business. It automates a huge number of business-related activities and gives a business
owner the opportunity to spend less time on tedious mundane tasks and more time on what
they love doing the most.
Your challenge is to develop a new software solution that integrates with MYOB Essentials. We
want to see your creativity really shine! It’s your task to integrate a new Add-On for the MYOB
Essentials product offering that so many business owners already love to use.
We want you to be creative with your solution, identify a specific need that our consumers have
that is not currently covered adequately by MYOB Essentials Accounting Add-Ons.
Your solution should address the pain points of typical business owners in 2018. Think about
ways that you might be able to simplify the complexities that surround invoices, billing and
payroll.
Ideally, we’d like your solution to be unique. However, if your solution is similar to an existing
MYOB Essentials Add-On we require there to be several points of differentiation against that
existing Add-On.
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Follow the path to success
Consider the following two examples to help inspire your solution:
ezyCollect
ezyCollect is an advanced web-based debtor management solution that easily integrates 		
with MYOB accounting software to automate accounts receivable functionality in order to 		
improve the cash flow of a business.
ezyCollect is targeted to small businesses as it gives owners the ability to automatically
send overdue invoice reminders and collect money when it’s due.
Its key advantage is eliminating the tedious process of following-up overdue debts as it 		
automates work that was historically painful and time-consuming.
kounta
kounta is an online Point of Sale “POS” system that integrates with MYOB software.
Targeted primarily towards hospitality businesses, it allows business owners full automation
of sales receipts from customers and easily integrates real-time data in order to give business
owners the most up-to-date and reliable information all within the one integrated solution.
Its key advantage is that it allows a business owner to see real-time sales totals at any point in
time, and narrow data to deeper, meaningful levels gives better insights into the performance
of the business. It automates tedious data entry and avoids issues of data duplication with
automatic synchronisation and it’s affordable and scalable for businesses of varying sizes.
Below are the minimum requirements for completing this task:
•

The solution needs to be a cloud solution hosted on a service such as Microsoft Azure or
Amazon AWS, and available to access from a web or native mobile app.

•

The solution must be an Add-On to MYOB Essentials. We recommend exploring the MYOB
Add-On Centre to gain inspiration from existing ideas.

•

The solution must incorporate the MYOB Essentials API (API Keys will be provided at the
National Finals).

•

The solution must address at least one pain-point for a small business owner.
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As for deliverables, your submission must include:
•

An IT Solution in a conceptual state outlining its purpose, features and how it can be used,
with an Architectural Plan for how it will be built. A working prototype is NOT required for
the regional round.

•

The Business Case, Financial Plan, and Marketing strategy

This must be presented in a 5-page written report, with appendices excluded from the page
limit. It should be submitted via email to uoamcc.itchallenge@gmail.com by 11:59pm Thursday
26th July. Please ensure to include your team name and team details in the email. The finalists
selected from the written submissions will pitch their ideas in a ten minute presentation,
followed by ten minutes of questions & answers, on Sunday 29th July.
MYOB will offer a one hour drop in session for teams to have an open forum Q&A discussion
with business and technical leaders from MYOB to help form and assist ideas and approach.
This will be from 8-9am on Tuesday 24th July in Room 260-315.
Overall, we are looking for innovative and creative solutions that align with the aims and
objectives of MYOB. The attached information in this case provides some background
information about MYOB and the industry it operates in to help guide the development of your
solution.
We look forward to your submissions!

National Final Round Details
If, after the Regional Round, you progress through to the National Final, your goal will be to
build out and provide a working solution to your concept from the regional round. This is your
opportunity to take your feedback from the Regional Round and refine, enhance and re-present
your solution and a working product.
The event will take place on the 31st August and 1st September in Auckland. Further details will
be released after the regional rounds. All local competition winners will be provided with return
transfers, accommodation and the opportunity to win a share of the $5,000 cash prize pool.
The MYOB IT Challenge is also an opportunity for students to stand out and impress the MYOB
judges for any graduate or intern positions available.
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The MYOB Way
We’d love for you to be a part of the MYOB journey. So, do you have what it takes to partner
with MYOB?
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Our
Business

1.0 Introduction to MYOB
MYOB is a leading provider of desktop and cloud business management software solutions to
businesses in New Zealand and Australia. We have been in New Zealand for over 20 years and are proud
to be a Trans-Tasman company only focused on the New Zealand and Australian market.
What do we do?
We offer business management solutions. More than 50 of them, to be exact. Everything to help you with
accounting, payroll, payments, retail point of sale, CRM and professional tax solutions - and more.
We grow with you
Once you start using our products, you never have to stop. You’ll never outgrow us: whether you’re a
start-up in a garage, or a manufacturing powerhouse. We have solutions for businesses of every size,
shape and sector.
Clients drive our world
We’re on the phones every single day to provide support, and we have more than 40,000 advisors
(bookkeepers and accountants) to help you out.

1.1 Our Company
We employ around 1400 people and have four main offices in Melbourne (Headquarters), Sydney,
Auckland, and Christchurch. Auckland is our second largest office. In New Zealand, we employ roughly
350 staff, with 200 based in Auckland and 150 in Christchurch. Over half of our Auckland staff are IT.
Over the past 5 years MYOB has undergone a major transformation. Our products have changed and
we are focusing on accelerating our development of intelligent, intuitive cloud based software solutions.
Currently 92% of our new clients are opting for cloud products and in 2016 we achieved 249K online
subscribers.
At MYOB we help businesses succeed and our efforts over the next few years will be focused on
creating an unparalleled business management platform which will seamlessly connect businesses of all
sizes, their accounting partners and networks to create an eco‑system of solutions. The MYOB Platform
and the connections it will create will enable MYOB to deliver even more value to our clients, and,
ultimately, make every facet of business life easier.
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Over the past few years we’ve been developing and enhancing a suite of cloud solutions. We can now
help you manage your business anywhere, anytime – building smarter connections with your networks
while working on and storing your business data securely in the cloud.
MYOB invests more than NZ$40 million annually in research and development so we can find better
ways to help you do business.
1.2 Our Culture
It’s not just about the products though. Our vision is to help businesses succeed and our values are
the foundation of the culture that enable us to achieve this. 90% of our employees recognise and
understand the values that drive the business. Our core 6 values are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Clients – Drive our world
Innovate – Find new ways
Collaborate – We’re better together
Simplify – Make it easier
Results – Achieve our goals
Passion – Love your work

We have also undergone a cultural transformation and now our Auckland office matches our
values of being fun, friendly and dynamic. It used to be a “traditional office environment”,
however was completely cleared out and refitted to create a modern, contemporary space.
MYOB follows the Agile method of software development and, as such, the office has been
designed as a collaborative environment. In particular, the design theme is “Four seasons” and
features 38 TV monitors, 10 agile interface locations, and 30 meeting rooms. Software is developed in
2-week sprints, teams have daily stand-up meetings (often with colleagues in Melbourne) and product
teams include people from a range of disciplines including developers, testers, project managers, UX,
etc.
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2.0 Our Customers
MYOB’s customers across New Zealand and Australia comprise of a broad spectrum of small to large
businesses and accounting practices, including:
•
•
•

1.2 million SMEs (small to medium sized businesses, 0 – 19 employees)
Over 7,000 larger businesses and enterprises (20 – 999 employees, with some 1,000+)
Over 40,000 accountants operating across small (single partner) and large (multiple partner
accounting practices

2.1 SMEs
Revenue from SMEs comprise of the majority of MYOB’s revenues, so they are a particularly important
customer segment. Due to the advantage of having lower barriers to entry, less business overheads, and
relatively quick decision-making processes, SMEs can be highly efficient and very competitive. IT plays
an important role in helping these businesses achieve their strategic objectives and create financial value
for themselves and others. However, it is important to note that there are significant technical support
and product upgrades (known as “maintenance”). Not all desktop users elect to make such maintenance
payments.
•
•
•
•
•

SMEs often don’t have a dedicated IT team, but may have an IT Manager. They will typically oversee
some minor IT infrastructure and sometimes carry another role in the business as well.
They usually host their IT in a third-party service provider’s environment in a co-located (or cohosted)
environment with a shared-services business model (i.e. same IT system is used across all facets of
the business).
For SMEs, IT services are often utilised to the extent of just “running” the business, with any software
being used having minimal customisation.
SMEs are happy with less sophisticated systems, so long as it satisfies their needs and supports their
business strategy and objectives.
SMEs have lower IT budgets. This means they have tighter controls and require more justification for
spending.

In particular, SMEs have begun to embrace Cloud software, as it can be lower-cost and traded as a
service rather than a product. This model is appealing as it significantly reduces the financial stress of
capital investment.
Further to the characteristics described, MYOB divides SMEs into three categories of software users:

Source: MYOB Supplementary Prospectus 2015. Available from <http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_
module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/MYOB-Supplementary-and-Replacement-Prospectus.pdf>.
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2.2 Accountants and Accounting Practices
Accounting practices often use multiple Practice Software solutions from different providers, with a
single “main” provider. This segment has historically provided the second largest source of revenue
for MYOB.
Only a small proportion of these customers are cloud users, largely due to the lack of cloud solutions
currently available that provide them with the full suite of functionality which is available on desktop
products. Similar to desktop users, cloud users pay fees on a regular basis (e.g. monthly) to receive
software updates and are all considered to be Paying Users.
2.3 Enterprises
MYOB’s enterprise customers can be subdivided into three tiers. Tier 3 Enterprises are “medium
businesses” with 20 to 199 FTEs, Tier 2 Enterprises are “large businesses” with 200 to 999 FTEs, and Tier
1 Enterprises are “government and corporate enterprises” with over 1,000 FTEs. MYOB has historically
focused on Tier 3 Enterprises, but recently we commenced providing Enterprise Resource Planning
(ERP) software solutions to the Enterprise Software Market for Tier 2 Enterprises through the release of
MYOB Advanced Business in January 2015.
While the tiers are useful to help understand the Enterprise Software Market and the enterprises for
which MYOB’s products are primarily designed, it is not uncommon for customers in one tier to use
products that have been primarily designed for or targeted at another tier (or for smaller enterprises
to use products more typically designed for SMEs).
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3.0 Our Products
MYOB’s operations can be divided among the three distinct customer segments we service:
•

SME Solutions – Providing accounting software, including accounting, tax, payroll and other business
management software, to SMEs. This division accounted for 63% of revenue in FY2016.

•

Practice Solutions – Providing accounting software, including client accounting, practice
management, tax management and document management software, to accounting practices. This
division accounted for 23% of revenue in FY2016.

•

Enterprise Solutions – Providing accounting software, including enterprise resource planning (ERP)
and human resource management software to larger businesses. This division accounted for 14% of
revenue in FY2016. Strong growth is expected to occur with this segment.

3.1 SME Solutions
Our primary product offering for SMEs consists of:
MYOB Essentials - An easy-to-use online system which provides for all the accounting needs of a small
business. It is especially suitable for new businesses.
MYOB AccountRight - A more powerful and customisable accounting system which, among other things,
includes more advanced inventory and job management capabilities. It is also flexible to work off or
online.
Both of these packages are primarily online solutions and are provided on a monthly subscription
basis. Potential customers can opt to subscribe to a particular package immediately or undertake a
30-day free trial. The table below outlines the pricing scheme of these SME solutions, with the general
features highlighted:

Source: MYOB Website. Available from <http://myob.co.nz/business/Compare-OnlineAccounting-Software-1257834989789>.
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Along with the benefits and capabilities outlined above, all of their online software includes the
ability to manage and invoice contacts through their mobile application – MYOB OnTheGo.
A third package that is not online-based is the MYOB AccountEdge software. This is custom-built
software for Mac that has three tiers of benefits and features – Basic, Pro, and Network.
Also, MYOB’s website lists recommended add-ons developed by 3rd parties that can be purchased
separately from the independent developer’s website. These tools add additional functionality
into the business management suite. They connect to and share data with your MYOB accounting
software, with a variety of add-ons providing different functionlality. There are currently add ons
available that provide advisory benefits such as My Business Manager, Fathom and Panalitix. These
can be viewed on https://www.myob.com/nz/addons/
3.2 Practice Solutions
Our primary product offering for Practices consists of:
1. Accountants Office - A solution with standardised configuration, reporting and simplified workflows
allowing accountants to spend more time focused on clients. Main features include
• Tax - Through paperless workflows and links to up-to-date IRD data, Tax Manager allows accountants
to stay on top of clients’ tax obligations
• Client Accounting -Connect with your business clients online over a ‘Common Ledger’ and produce
consistent electronic workpapers without leaving your MYOB practice solution.
• Practice Manager - delivers total control over jobs, time, costs and processes, ensuring maximum
productivity and profitability of your practice. Time is captured effortlessly and bills are processed
fast. Practice Manager includes a job tracking tool which lets you efficiently allocate jobs, manage
milestones and ensure you deliver great client service every time.
• Document Manager - lets you store all your client communications in one organised, searchable and
secure space
• MYOB Portal - an online collaboration platform that lets you securely share documents and take
digital signature approvals from your clients, even when they’re mobile.
2. Accountants Enterprise
A more powerful and customisable accounting system. It has expanded functionality to the above
features in Accountants Office suite that can be customised to suit a practice’s unique workflow
and reporting needs
3. MYOB ProfitOptimiser
A powerful business advisory tool that can drive your business and advisory services. MYOB
ProfitOptimiser gives you critical insights into your clients’ businesses – such as tax liability, annual/
projected finance data, performance measures and key business drivers.
3.3 Enterprise Solutions
Our primary product offering for Enterprises consists of:
1. MYOB EXO
MYOB Exo provides the flexibility to build an entire business management solution. It includes
features such as, easy accounting functions, multiple locations / divisions / branches support,
management dashboards, fully integrated Customer Relationship Management (CRM), integrated job
and project costing functionality, human resource management, consolidation of financial transactions
for all entries, comprehensive and customisable accounting process flows plus more.
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2. MYOB Advanced
A Cloud based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software designed to incorporate financial
management, inventory and distribution, customer management, project accounting and payroll
management functionalities to help simplify day-to-day management.
3. MYOB Greentree
An intuitive and powerful ERP with comprehensive tools that help manage multifaceted
enterprises. Flexible and intelligent, MYOB Greentree provides a real time view across departments
and can be customised from any of the 80 plus modules covering an expansive list of
functionalities from Workflow management to Business Intelligence.
4. MYOB PayGlobal
Industry-leading end-to-end people management and payroll software. Includes integrated
payroll and HR management tools to improve productivity. 5 modules (Payroll, Human Resources,
Self-service, Time and Attendance and Rostering) work seamlessly together and are customizable
for a business’ needs.
3.4 Summary of MYOB Solutions
The diagram below summarises MYOB’s divisions and primary product offerings:

Source: MYOB Supplementary Prospectus 2015. Available from <http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_
module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/MYOB-Supplementary-and-Replacement-Prospectus.pdf>.
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3.5 Recent Product Innovations
Highlighted below are some key FY2016 product innovations in each of the 3 distinct customer
segments we service
SMEs Solutions
MYOB launched a number of new and innovative products and connected services to SME clients
in 2016, including:
•

PayDirect Online, the ability to accept online payments straight from the invoice, resulting in faster
payment and improved cashflow; This market first release reinforces the company’s continued
advancement, evolving with the changing nature of payment trends. Online payments are fast
becoming the preferred bill payment

•

YourPay, a mobile solution for employees to enter timesheetsand receive payslips

•

PayAgent, a service for New Zealand businesses which automates paying staff and meeting reporting
requirements

Accounting Practices Solutions
In 2016, MYOB launched a number of new products to Practice clients, supporting our Connected
Practice Strategy (detailed later).
In Transaction Processing we launched two key products –
• The MYOB Dashboard, providing a single view of all a practice’s online SME clients and supporting
simple on‑boarding of new clients. This dashboard means that the accounting practice has the ability
to offer bureau services, efficiently, across large numbers of SME clients, reducing administration
times, increasing collaboration and improving accuracy of data
• Connected Ledger, an efficient online ledger with MYOBs high quality bank feeds enabling practices
to grow their Transaction Processing clients.
In Compliance, we were ready for the ATO changeover from Electronic Lodgment System to Practioner
Lodgment service, improved client accounting with online Practice Ledger, providing a single consistent
and efficient workflow for end of year compliance, as well as online Tax eGST and BAS lodgement tools.
In Advisory, we continued to expand our eco-system of 3rd party partners covering reporting,
budgeting, forecasting and modelling.
Enterprise Solutions
•
•

•

MYOB Advanced is the fastest growing cloud native ERP and Payroll solution built for the Australian
and New Zealand mid‑market. MYOB Advanced is growing rapidly and becoming the majority of
new ERP registrations in the Enterprise segment.
MYOB PayGlobal has been powering complex payroll for over 20 years. MYOB PayGlobal reduces
manual, repetitive tasks with a trusted, compliant and automated solution. MYOB PayGlobal is trusted
by large organisations across Australia and New Zealand, such as Sydney Opera House, Country
Road and Healthscope.
MYOB Greentree was acquired in August 2016. Greentree helps companies to simplify success
by delivering vital information on‑demand, providing an instant snapshot of what their business is
doing; today, yesterday and tomorrow. The acquisition of Greentree has provided new channels to
market for our market‑leading online Enterprise ERP systems.
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4.0 Current Strategy
Our industry is an exciting one and we have a clear and defined strategy for long term growth as we
move forward into 2018 and beyond. We will continue to focus on delivering value to our clients and
partners, being a responsible and active member of our community, and creating long term value for our
shareholders.
The key pillars of MYOB’s growth strategy are:

Source: http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/8413_
MYOB_AR17_EDIT_v7a_INTERACTIVE.pdf

4.1 Connected Practice Vision
MYOB has embarked upon a strategy to deliver seamless connectivity between the SME, advisers
and the broader accounting ecosystem through the building of an intelligent, intuitive platform. This
creates efficiencies in compliance and transaction processing, and enables growth in advisory services.
Historically these three core processes have been completed in sequence, with transactions processed
by SME accounting systems, compliance work undertaken by the accountant using a bespoke
accounting practice suite of tools, and advice being offered to their clients after the first two processes
are complete.
The Connected Practice vision allows these three processes to run concurrently, and delivers a
strong value proposition to accountants in practice, which is expected to drive adoption of online
practice solutions and encourage referral of MYOB’s SME solutions by accountants.

Source: http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/8413_
MYOB_AR17_EDIT_v7a_INTERACTIVE.pdf
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4.2 MYOB Platform
MYOB has invested in the MYOB Platform to drive the uptake of online accounting solutions amongst
SMEs and accountants, with total online subscriptions (SME and Practice) up 60 per cent year on year
to 399,000 in December 2017.
MYOB continues to invest in product innovation to enable MYOB to offer a differentiated and
competitive product offering. In FY2017 MYOB invested 16.3 per cent of revenue on R&D. A significant
portion of the 2017 R&D spend has been focused on the development of the MYOB Platform including
further enhancements to the online Practice Ledger and Connected Ledger (online version of BankLink),
both of which launched during 2016.

Source: http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/FY2017Results-Presentation.pdf

4.3 Investment in Sales, Marketing and Brand to attract new SME’s
To attract new clients whilst retaining and upgrading our existing base, we have invested in a Brand
Transformation and Repositioning strategy. This work commenced in 2016, and extended through 2017,
where we invested in marketing activities across all touchpoints, to ensure high awareness of new MYOB
online products (continuing to move perceptions away from a brand known for desktop accounting
software to a tech company offering a range of online accounting solutions).
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Industry
Information

5.0 Our Industry
5.1 General Overview
There are a number of other companies that operate in the same commercial sphere as us. MYOB’s
success and performance is dependent on a number of competitive factors, including the success and
awareness of its brand, the loyalty of its user base, its relationship with accountants, the scope of its
product offering and its commitment to ongoing product innovation.
The diagram below highlights the market position of some of our key products and competitors. Note
FTEs = Full time employees.

Source: MYOB Supplementary Prospectus 2015. Available from <http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_
module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/MYOB-Supplementary-and-Replacement-Prospectus.pdf>.
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5.2 The SME Market
There are approximately 2.5 million SMEs in New Zealand and Australia, with about 0.5 million located
in New Zealand and 2.0 million located in Australia. We expect that the growth rate of this market
will be consistent with historical experience, which is a 1.1% compound annual growth rate (CAGR).
We estimate that the percentage of total SMEs that use accounting software in New Zealand and
Australia is about 75% to 80% (1.8 – 2 million).
There are currently four principal providers in the SME Software Market in New Zealand. We are the
market leader by number of users, with our users comprising of approximately 60% to 65% of the total
number of Accounting Software users in this market (over 1.2 million).

Source: MYOB Supplementary Prospectus 2015. Available from <http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_
module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/MYOB-Supplementary-and-Replacement-Prospectus.pdf>.
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5.4 The Practice Market
We estimate that there are over 17,300 accounting practices in New Zealand and Australia, with
approximately 4,800 firms located in New Zealand and 12,500 firms located in Australia and within
these, approximately 9,700 individual accountants in New Zealand and 59,100 in Australia. Between
December 2005 and December 2014, the total number of accountants in New Zealand and Australia
grew at an estimated CAGR of 2.1% and 1.9% respectively.
MYOB believes that almost all accounting practices use Practice Software (although not all firms
purchase all available software modules) due to the role it plays in helping service the accounting
needs of the firm’s clients. Accounting practices typically purchase a Practice Software product
for each accountant working within that firm. Therefore, the number of accountants is a more
appropriate measure of market size than the number of accounting practices.
The Practice Software Market in New Zealand and Australia currently includes five principal
participants – MYOB, Reckon, CCH and Xero in New Zealand and MYOB, Sage, Reckon, CCH and
Xero in Australia. In FY2014, MYOB was the market leader by revenue, estimating that its revenue
comprised 60% to 65% of participant revenues in this market.
The table below summarises the nature of the key participants in the Practice market.

Source: MYOB Supplementary Prospectus 2015. Available from <http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_
module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/MYOB-Supplementary-and-Replacement-Prospectus.pdf>.
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5.5 The Enterprise Market
In June 2013, there were approximately 68,200 Tier 1, 2 and 3 Enterprises in New Zealand and Australia,
with approximately 13,700 located in New Zealand and 54,500 located in Australia. Between June
2010 and June 2013, the total number of Tier 1, 2 and 3 Enterprises in New Zealand and Australia
increased at an estimated CAGR of 1.4% and 1.3%, respectively.
The Tier 3 Enterprise ERP Software Market, MYOB’s primary focus in the Enterprise Software Market,
is a fragmented market. We entered the Tier 3 Enterprise ERP Software Market in 2005 and believe
we are now a market leading participant by revenue in New Zealand and Australia, estimating that
our revenue in FY2014 comprised approximately 15% of participant revenues in this market. Principal
competitors in the Tier 3 Enterprise ERP Software Market include Attaché, JIWA and Sybiz.
The diagram below summarises illustrates the New Zealand and Australia Enterprise Software Market.

Source: MYOB Supplementary Prospectus 2015. Available from <http://investors.myob.com.au/FormBuilder/_Resource/_
module/HhW--OHCfU-MPYnMov-UPA/documents/MYOB-Supplementary-and-Replacement-Prospectus.pdf>.
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Financial
Details

6.0 2017 Financial Year Results
Below are some extracts from our 2017 financial year results (January – December 2017). They will
provide some key financial information and highlight some of the metrics we use to measure our
success. This will be helpful in determining the financial viability of your solutions, as well as putting in
context the returns that your solution expects to generate.
More detail can also be found here in the MYOB 2017 Annual Report.
Note that all figures are in Australian dollars.

Overall Financial Performance
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SME and Practice Solutions Performance

Enterprise Solutions Performance
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MYOB Financial Performance and Revenue by Segments

Investment in the MYOB Platform
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Cash Flows

Income Statement
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Balance Sheet
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Key Operating Metrics
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